Economics – the science of the production and distribution of wealth – is a dynamic field, and a degree can offer you a diverse range of careers in the public or private sector. Economists play important roles as advisors who help to establish policy, evaluate markets, and study poverty; economic consultants who help businesses to make economics decisions; and brokers who manage stock portfolios for small and large corporations.

PROGRAM FEATURES

Economics, B.A. | Students gain a solid understanding of economic theory as they build their program based on a comprehensive study of introductory, intermediate and quantitative courses. Electives are tailored to a student’s individual interest and can include public policy, advanced theory, macroeconomic theory and policy, economic philosophy, and economic history. Graduates are equipped to pursue careers in business, public policy, government or teaching, or pursue graduate study in economics, business or law.

Business Administration, B.S. – Concentration: Business Economics
For students interested in learning the best ways to get the most benefit from scarce resources, this degree covers firms and organizations (microeconomics) and nations (macroeconomics) and provides the conceptual basis for integrating knowledge of the functional areas of business administration in industry, government, and nonprofit organizations.

For more information on program requirements, visit Catalog.SouthernCT.edu/undergraduate

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
There are many rewarding careers you can pursue with a degree in Economics, including:

• Accountant • Actuary
• Data analyst • Economist
• Financial risk analyst • Financial planner
• Economic researcher • Financial consultant
• Investment analyst • Public sector roles
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